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MORNING
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the beach balls
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to sit in the

and read for a while. He liked the
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of the reason he had
old man with the
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behind her,
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fore the day
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on a bench near Union Station

when a curious bouncing rustle woke him. Although it was
he stood, newspaper blankets

a cold

up a ball,
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all
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of what he
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were blocked. It
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over to watch until even the
before news

kitchen table and

for the hundredth time about

scratched into bus windows; drivers
spaces were filled and the fire

home
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soft waves of

pressed their noses

of the
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red and blue and yellow with the prow of his ship.
morning, the balls
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and the
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the way his front tire

finally
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his sensible gray
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in the storm drains

and caused dirty water to back up into the streets. The rain
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news
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and stayed until the trains drew to

halt in the station and
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brief appearance at sunset,
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the water of Elliot Bay

with a thousand
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